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Do you know who this 
man was?
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What was he famous for?

Order the cards task
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1. Catherine of Aragon was Henry's first 
wife, having previously been the wife of 
his older brother, Arthur. She married 
Henry in 1509 after Arthur's death and 
this was Henry's longest marriage. In 

1533, Henry had their marriage annulled 
(cancelled). 

2. Anne Boleyn married Henry in January 1533. 
Although she bore him a daughter, Elizabeth, 
Henry was still determined to have a son and 
turned his attentions towards Jane Seymour. 
Anne Boleyn was executed for alleged crimes 
including treason and witchcraft on 19th May, 
1536. 

3. Jane Seymour became Henry's third wife in 
1536. She gave birth to a son in October 1537 but 
died two weeks later. Of Henry's six wives, she 

was the only one to be buried with Henry. 

4. Anne of Cleves travelled from Germany to marry 
Henry in January 1540. Henry had been sent her 
portrait by the famous painter of the time, Hans 
Holbein, and was enamoured of her beauty in the 

painting. However, in the flesh, he found her to be 
unappealing and the marriage lasted a few weeks 

before he divorced her. 

5. Kathryn Howard married Henry in 1540. She 
was 19 and he was 49. Their marriage quickly 
turned sour and she was executed in 1542, 

having been found guilty of adultery. 

6. Henry's final wife was Catherine Parr. She 
married Henry in July 1543. She was a very 
educated woman and provided solace to Henry in 
his final years, as well as reconciling his three 
children. She outlived her husband. 
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What does Henry V111 treatment of his wives infer about 
Crime and Punishment in the Tudor period.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n1r3qvzaOGU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n1r3qvzaOGU
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Detective, detective...
What do these objects tell us about Tudor 

crime and punishment?
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Complete the Crime and Punishment 
Matching Activity 



Attachments

Tudor People and Their Punishments HA.doc

Tudor People and Their Punishments Answers.pdf

Tudor People and Their Punishments MA.doc

Tudor People and Their Punishments LA.doc









I can find out about different punishment methods that were popular during the Tudor period.
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